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PRESS NOTE 
BSNL Achieves the Milestone of 1 Million Bharat Fibre Connections 

State Run BSNL achieves milestone of One Millions high speed Broadband 

Connections on Fibre (FTTH) all over India in spite of all odds during pandemic COVID19.In 

this Maharashtra Circle contribution is One lakh FTTH connections by 7th December 2020. 

BSNL has introduced Fibre to The Home (FTTH) Services with sturdy high speed (more 

than 100 Mbps), which has gained wide acceptance among masses due to its reach to the 

remotest corners of the country. It is the first choice of the customers due to its excellent 

speed, no hidden charges and completely transparent services to the customers. BsNL 1S 

providing this service through local unemployed youth and willing entrepreneurs on revenue 

share basis. This idea has received huge response by many of the locals all over Maharashtra 

and Goa state. With their active support, handholding and training by the staff and officers

of BSNL, these new entrepreneurs has delivered excellent service to the customers over the 

period. It has also generated employment opportunities for local youths.

BSNL is providing afordable and high speed Broadband service with unlimited data 

and free Voice services all over Maharashtra and Goa state. 

In small function arranged in the BSNL HQ Mumbai, Shri. Manoj Kumar Mishra,

Chief General Manager Maharashtra Circle appreciated the efforts of all the Staif, Officers, 

Channel partners, TIPs, RBSPs, franchisees on this historic achievement 

On the occasion, Shri. Mishra CGMT MH assured to the Channel partners that though 

there are some issues due to repeated OFC Cut in road widening activities and some issues 

in clearing revenue share of Business partners, his office is making all out efforts to overcome 

the hurdles so as to provide quality and prompt services to the customers. In conclusion he 

was optimistic on doubling FTTH connections in Maharashtra and Goa State within coming 

four months and firmly assured Customers and channel partners of strong and dedicated 

support from BSNL by all means in days to come. He specially appealed all TIPs/RBSPs and 

the BSNL workforce involved in FTTH Provision and Transmission system to come forward 

with problems and assured to resolve the issues systematically. 
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